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THE BEGINNING

Yeshivat He’Atid was founded in response to the tuition crisis.  Modern Orthodox families were struggling 
with the financial burden of providing their children with a Jewish day school education. Some families  
limited the number of children they would have, others looked into public school or charter school, and many 
suffered behind closed doors. 

In 2012, pioneering families set out to build an affordable Orthodox Jewish day school that maintained 
the high-quality education to which our community was accustomed.  They disrupted the existing tuition  
paradigm, and built a new model that would cost 40% less than similar institutions - cutting costs by  
fundraising for scholarships outside of tuition, building enrichment and support into each classroom, and 
minimizing administrative overhead.  
 

Utilizing an innovative 21st century educational model that focuses on differentiated rotations within the 
classroom, Yeshivat He’Atid was built on a personalized blended learning approach. This structure provides 
our students with immersive, individualized instruction, thereby creating a more efficient classroom. 

Many questioned whether the financial model was sustainable, but Yeshivat He’Atid has proven it possible.  

Yeshivat He’Atid first opened its doors to 116 students for the 2012-2013 school year, with students in 
Pre-K, Kindergarten, and First Grade.  By the 2015-2016 school year, we had 234 students enrolled from 
Pre-K through Fourth Grade, and were breaking even - meaning the tuition we collected fully covered all of 
our operating expenses.

As we continued to thrive, Yeshivat He’Atid quickly outgrew our rental space, necessitating the 2016 move 
to our current state-of-the-art campus.  In 2016, we moved into the current building, with room to grow to 
over 500 students.

Today, in the 2023-2024 school year, with over 615 students and four grades of graduates, Yeshivat He’Atid 
continues to break even, proving the sustainability of our revolutionary model.
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The How Our Success
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Thanks to the amazing growth of our school over the past twelve years, our beautiful 
building that we moved into in 2016 is over capacity.  When we bought this property 
in 2014, we developed part of the property into the current structure, leaving the 
remainder to develop in the future.  

As we often say at Yeshivat He’Atid: He’Atid Achshav - the future is now.

While our smaller initial grades graduate, our student body continues to grow with 
larger incoming classes.  As this growth has continued year after year, we have ex-
ceeded our classroom capacity.  

Additionally, we need more indoor spaces, such as a full-size gymnasium/ 
auditorium and an additional Beit Midrash, to accommodate our growing student 
body, ranging from toddlers through 8th Grade.
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320 Families 617 Students 155 Alumni

60% of the average 
tuition of other 

local day schools.

Financial Aid was 
under 1.5% of our 
tuition revenue.

To date, we saved 
our community 

over $25M.

THE NOW
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Our goal is to raise $3.5 million to provide the funds necessary for this project.  
We look to the Yeshivat He’Atid community,  

parents, grandparents, and community at large to help us reach it.
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THE FUTUREהעתיד
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Our goal is to raise $3.5 million to provide the funds necessary for this project.  
We look to the Yeshivat He’Atid community,  

parents, grandparents, and community at large to help us reach it.



BUILDINGTHE FUTURE
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Our goal is to raise $3.5 million to provide the funds necessary for this project.  
We look to the Yeshivat He’Atid community,  

parents, grandparents, and community at large to help us reach it.

Yeshivat He’Atid looks to build a state-of-the-art gymnasium 
that will provide our students with the space and resources for 
proper physical education and sports, as well as provide suf-
ficient room and comfort for our fans to cheer on our He’Atid 
Hurricanes teams. Our sports teams will be able to play at a 
competitive level, and experience a home court advantage. 

The space will also include a stage, which will enable Yeshivat 
He’Atid to host Mesibot Siddur and Chumash, graduations, our 

drama program, and other performances.

Gymnasium 
and 

Auditorium

A new Beit Midrash will create a spiritual home for our 
Middle School students in which they will daven and learn.  

It will be at the heart of the new floor.
Our Middle School students will be able to see the Beit  

Midrash at all times in the new wing. Even when they are 
not in the core space, it will remain a visual cue that  

reinforces our goal of educating the next generation of 
Modern Orthodoxy to maintain their spiritual connection 

to Hashem and Torah throughout their endeavors. 

New Beit
Midrash

Additional
Classrooms

Due to our overwhelming growth in the past few years, we need 
additional classrooms. These new classrooms will provide our  
Middle School students with six more classrooms, which will 

better facilitate their self-directed and often project-based 
learning, increasingly differentiated classes, and a sense of 

independence and maturity. The additional classrooms in the 
new building will also free up existing classrooms to allow for 

three classes of students in all Early Childhood and  
Elementary School grades.

Pledges from YH Friends & Family
$2M

Bank Loan
$2.5M

2024 Fundraising Goal
$1.5M

Grants & Other Revenue
$2.8M

$8.8M

To
tal Project Cost 

$3.5M

$2M
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CAPITALCAMPAIGN
CAPITALCAMPAIGN

Gym Finishings & Furniture
$700k

Building Construction & So� Costs
$8.1M

Fall
2024

Es
tim

ated Completion



In line with our educational philosophy, our facility will provide the highest quality  
educational environment at the lowest possible cost by utilizing  

creative approaches to each facet of the project.

Build the future of Yeshivat He’Atid with us. 

To schedule a meeting to discuss any of the listed 
dedication opportunities, please email us at:

BuildingFutures@YeshivatHeAtid.org
(201) 374-2272

 

Checks can be mailed to:
Yeshivat He’Atid

1500 Queen Anne Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666

Online donations can be made at:
www.yeshivatheatid.org/BuildingFutures

Early Childhood Wing

EC Wing...............................................$500,000
Shorashim Program..........................$180,000
EC Outdoor Playground..................$100,000
Indoor Playground............................$100,000
Classroom (8).........................................$25,000
Classroom Furnishings (8)................$18,000
Classroom Mezuzah (8)......................$10,000
Classroom Windows (8).....................$10,000

Elementary School Wing

ES Wing................................................$500,000
ES Outdoor Playground..................$100,000
Glass Office (2)......................................$25,000
Classroom (15)........................................$25,000
Classroom Furnishings (15)...............$18,000
Classroom Mezuzah (15)....................$10,000
Classroom Windows (15)....................$10,000
Water Fountain/Bottle Filler (4).....$10,000
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New Middle School Wing

MS Wing..............................................$500,000
Outdoor Basketball Court (2)...........$75,000
Maker Space..........................................$75,000
Glass Office (2)......................................$25,000
Classroom (7)........................................$25,000
Classroom Furnishings (7)...............$18,000
Classroom Mezuzah (7)....................$10,000
Classroom Windows (12)....................$10,000
Water Fountain/Bottle Filler (2).....$10,000

General

Entrance Foyer (2)...............................................$100,000

Cafeteria.................................................................$100,000

Second Floor Student Lounge..........................$75,000

Donor Recognition Wall.....................................$75,000

Front Doors........................................................... $50,000

Entrance Ramp.....................................................$50,000

Kitchen.................................................................... $50,000

Music/Art Room................................................. $50,000

Faculty Lounge (2)............................................... $36,000

Security Desk........................................................ $36,000

Nurse’s Office.........................................................$25,000

Executive Director Office..................................$25,000

Reception Desk.....................................................$25,000

Reception Waiting Area......................................$18,000

Interior Offices (4).................................................$18,000

Washing Station (2)...............................................$15,000

Front Door Mezuzot (4).......................................$10,000

YHPA Area..............................................................$10,000
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DEDICATION OPPORTUNITIES

Donor Wall 
Opportunities 

School

Campus....................................$3,000,000
Building (3)..............................$1,000,000

New Gymnasium

Gymnasium.........................................$500,000
Basketball Court Surface................$100,000
Performance Stage............................$100,000
Main Basketball Hoop (2)................ $75,000
Scoreboard.............................................$50,000
Side Basketball Hoop (4).................. $25,000
AV System.............................................$25,000
Trophy Case..........................................$18,000
Gym Mezuzot (4)..................................$18,000
Water Fountain/Bottle Filler (2).....$10,000
Single Row of Bleachers (20)............$10,00013

Beit Midrash

Beit Midrash.......................................$250,000
Aron Kodesh (2)...................................$50,000
Bima (2)....................................................$36,000
Ner Tamid (2).........................................$36,000
Parochet (2)........................................... $25,000
Sefarim Collection (3).........................$18,000
Tefillin Cabinets....................................$18,000
Bookcase (2)............................................$10,000
Mechitza (6)............................................$10,000
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ALTRUIST $1,000,000
PHILANTHROPIST $500,000
GUARDIAN $250,000
PATRON  $100,000
BENEFACTOR $50,000
GUILD  $36,000
FOUNDER $25,000
CHAI  $18,000
FRIEND $10,000
SUPPORTER $5,000



There is no 
place like it!  

Our children are truly
excited to go to school 

each and every day and 
we are so grateful to be 
part of the YH family.

The Klappers
He’Atid Family

When I come 
into school it 

feels like home, 
and I love 

coming here 
every day.Anonymous 8th Grader
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HEAR FROM OUR HE’ATID PIONEERS
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We are privileged to 
have a school in our 

community that 
provides an exceptional 

academic education 
at a reasonable cost

Tamar Kalina
Parent

Above all, Yeshivat He’Atid teaches their 
students to love Jewish life. 

They feel accomplished as they master 
skills in both their Judaic and secular 

studies, and are empowered by their ability 
to apply those skills.

Matt F.
Parent
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/YeshivatHeAtid @yeshivatheatid

Join us in building the future of Yeshivat He’Atid today.


